Learning Activity

The Day You Begin

By Jacqueline Woodson

Activity 1: In the story, Angelina felt uncomfortable in class because everyone had gone places during the summer except her, but then she realized that what she did over the summer was just as special as what her classmates had done. Post a video telling us what you’ve been doing over this summer. Even if you have been home reading every day like Angelina, that is still exciting, and we would love to hear about it! Post a video to social media using hashtag #StorytimeWithSCETV

Activity 2: In the story, there was a new student in Angelina’s class named Rigoberto, and he was from Venezuela. He felt different because he was in a new country and had to learn a new language. Think about all of the classmates you’ve ever had. Did any of them ever speak other languages? If so, what language? If you speak more than one language, please introduce yourself to us in that language. Post your video or note on social media using the hashtag #StorytimeWithSCETV

For posting on social media use #StorytimeWithSCETV

Questions, contact us at etveducation@scetv.org